Journey Into Space
Production Pack

Space Science for the whole family!

Touring in the Sept 2019 – July 2020
Fully portable performance, suitable for rural touring and small to mid-scale
venues. Also suitable for classroom performances.

Journey into Space

The Show
In space, no one can hear you scream…
…especially if you aren’t wearing a spacesuit and your capsule springs a leak, or is hit by a meteor,
or burns up on re-entry, or any of the other terrible mishaps that could really put a dent in your plans
for a weekend away on the moon!
Find out how rockets get you into space; how spacesuits keep you alive and how you can survive
re-entry. Along the way avoid some of the other traps, disasters and toileting errors that the
cosmos has waiting for you.

Synopsis
A fast-paced and interactive show for all the family. Live experiments, mass participation and
spacesuits! You will feel the warmth of a rocket engine, see what marshmallows have to do with
safety in space and may be even get to try on a space suit, as Paul explains the science behind
how we get people safely to and from space.
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Paul Hill
Paul has been passionate about space since
he was 8 years old and first looked through a
telescope at Halley’s Comet. He was bitten by
the bug and has spent the last three decades
looking up. His first equipment purchase was a
pair of 10×50 binoculars and a planisphere.

Praise for Journey
into Space
“Best thing EVER!” Megan:
Swindon Fringe Audience
member
“It wasn’t good – it was
AMAZING!” Big Bang Science
Fair (NEC) audience member
“Totally amazing space
science” @TPS_Science
“As a former teacher, Paul
has the ability to connect with
people quickly and our
children were well and truly
inspired” Martin Smith
Headteacher
“…informative and engaging”
Rushy Meadow Primary
Academy

Paul is a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society (FRAS), copresenter and writer of the popular Awesome
Astronomy podcast, has appeared on BBC News and Radio
to discuss a range of astronomy and space issues as well as
being interviewed on The BBC’s The Sky At Night. He is also
part of the team that runs the bi-annual, family
friendly AstroCamp in the Brecon Beacons.
Paul is also a Space Ambassador for the European Space
Education Resource Office (ESERO) working with the
European Space Agency and UK Space Agency on space
related education programmes in schools.
Sirius Astronomy draws together Paul’s love of education
and his love of astronomy. His mission is to take astronomy
education into schools and the wider community, enthusing
children and adults alike about the universe around us.
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The technical stuff
Journey into Space is a show from Knapsack
Productions. The Knapsack moto is “Big Ideas:
Portable Performances”

Key information

All the performances are totally portable. Other than the
odd table, none of our shows need more than the bits and
pieces we bring, and all of them work successfully in both
traditional theatre spaces and other, less traditional venues.
Journey into Space doesn’t require any special lighting,
although a simple wash would be lovely if you have lighting.
The show does use projection; if you have a projector, that’s
great, but we can bring out own. All we need from you is a
large white wall or a projector screen. The show does have
sound, and if it can come through your sound system, that’s
great. If not, we can come equipped.
The performance space can large or small. The smaller the
space, the more hands on the experience is for the
audience. We could do with a table, but if you don’t have
one, we can work around things.
This truly is a one-man-show, so Paul does not come with any
crew or techies, just a single (reasonably large) bag!

Running time: 45minutes
Cast: One
Crew: None
(Extra facilitators may be
necessary if workshops
are booked)
Tech needs: Basic
Performance space:
Flexible

Paul regularly performs at…
Camp Bestival, The Big Bang NEC, Various regional Big Bang fairs, Camp Wildfire,
Lumen, Super/Colider events as well as schools, colleges and youth groups up and
down the country.
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Learning/Wrap around activities

Education

There are several options which can be added
to the show if you would like to add an extra
interactive element.
Space Science Q&A
At the end of the show, why not add a question and answer
session with Paul about anything space related? Ever
wanted to know what would happen if you ended up inside
a black hole? What it would be like to live on the ISS? Or
which planets have rain made of diamonds? Ask Paul
anything about space and space travel.

Star party or solar viewing
Why not add a telescope viewing session into your day. Paul
can bring a range of solar or night-sky telescopes for you to
look through and be amazed by the Universe around us.
Star parties and solar viewing sessions need to be booked at
least two hours from the start/end of the show to ensure that
all timings can be met.

Make astronaut wee or look for life on Mars
Add workshops with more hands on experiments that
explore how astronauts train and the problems the face
living in space or how the next generation of space probes
will go to Mars and answer the ultimate question: Are we
alone?

Costs involved
Extra activities do come at an extra cost. These range from a
small extra charge for extended time, to a fee for resources
and/or extra facilitators.
All workshop leaders and facilitators are insured and have
DBS checks
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Paul has taught for over 20
years. He is a Fellow or The
Royal Astronomical Society
and a Space Ambassador for
the UK Space Agency and
ESA. He has worked across
primary, secondary and SEN
provision.
All workshops can be tailored
to the specific needs of an
audience.

Journey into Space

Contact Us

Get Social With Us

We are based in Wiltshire, and the show is available to tour in
the South West throughout 2019 and 2020.

@journeyintospaceshow

Shows at more distant venues may also be possible, by
arrangement.

@knapsackUK

If you are a school or youth group, why not talk to us about
ticket splits to help you raise money for your school?

@Knapsack_product

Email: KnapsackUK@gmail.com
Telephone: 01249 476400
www.knapsackproductions.co.uk
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Thanks!
Production Ruth Hill
Photography by The Little Photo Company
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